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We are especially delighted to present Wolfgang Laib's last major exhibition before his retrospective in the Museum of Modern Art, New York
(January - March 2013). The central work will be a new, room-sized installation in Exhibition Room 1 in the Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac Halle,
Vilniusstrasse 13, Salzburg. Also on show are ten drawings linked to the installation, as well as several monumental sculptures and a site-related
mural drawing.
Wolfgang Laib's materials and working process both demonstrate a singular simplicity, purity and calm concentration. His work is characterised less
by innovation or formal development than by strict continuity: regular series of repeated processes, collecting and utilising the same basic essentials
– natural substances such as milk, pollen, rice, beeswax and marble – are designed to enhance awareness of the transience of phenomena, and to
encourage the mental quest for serenity and closeness to the transcendental. Laib's formal vocabulary, which tends towards abstraction, is based
on geometrical figures and bodies such as rectangle, circle, pyramid and cone; only a few alterations transform these into stylised, archetypal motifs
of house, mountain, boat or stairs.
The very title of the installation evokes the idea of transformation and the concurrence of the permanent and the transient. The aerial view concedes
to the multiple small brass boats atop mounds of rice a spacious setting, a kind of "spiritual precinct". Since 1983, Wolfgang Laib has used grains of
rice, a symbol of spiritual nourishment, for his fragile, sensual work. The open form of the little boats – inaccessible conveyances into another world
– extends a spiritual invitation for us to strive, in reflection and contemplation, towards unknown goals.
Wolfgang Laib (b 1950 in Metzingen) studied medicine at the University of Tübingen from 1968 until 1974, concurrently attending lectures in art
history, philosophy, psychology and oriental philology. From 1971, he included Indology, learning Sanskrit, Hindi and Tamil. After graduating as a
doctor, he decided to devote himself exclusively to art. In 1982, he exhibited at documenta 7 in Kassel, in 1986 his first major institutional exhibition
was held in the Musée d’art moderne de la ville de Paris, and in 1987 his work was again represented at documenta 8. There followed major solo
exhibitions in the Kunstmuseum, Bonn (1992), Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (1992), Kunsthaus, Bregenz (1999/2000), Hirshhorn
Museum, Washington DC (2002), Dallas Museum of Art, Texas (2002), Haus der Kunst, Munich (2002/2003), Fondation Beyeler Riehen/Basel
(2005/2006), Musée de Grenoble (2008), Museo Universitario Arte Contemporanéo, Mexico City and Nelson Atkins Museum, Kansas City (2009),
Museum für Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt and Museo Nacional de Arte, La Paz (2010). A solo exhibition is to open in the Museum of Modern Art, New
York in January 2013.

